Using the KEDR detector at the VEPP-4M e + e − collider, we have determined the values of R at thirteen points of the center-ofmass energy between 1.84 and 3.05 GeV. The achieved accuracy is about or better than 3.9% at most of the energy points with a systematic uncertainty less than 2.4%.
Introduction
Measurement of the R value has long history and became a classical experiment on high energy physics. The quantity R is defined as R = σ(e + e − → hadrons)
σ(e + e − → µ + µ − ) ,
where σ(e + e − → hadrons) is the radiatively-corrected total hadronic cross section in electron-positron annihilation and σ(e + e − → µ + µ − ) is the lowest-order QED cross section of the muon pair production.
The experiments devoted to the R measurement in the energy range from 1.8 GeV up to the vicinity of J/ψ are described in Refs. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . The accuracy of BES-II results [7] at 2.6 and 3.07 GeV reaches 3.8% and 3.3%, respectively, while the precision in other experiments does not exceed 5%.
Precise measurements of the R(s) dependence play an important role in the determination of the running strong coupling constant α s (s) and heavy quark masses [8] , the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon (g − 2) µ and the value of the electromagnetic fine structure constant at the Z 0 peak α(M 2 Z ) [9, 10] . A significant contribution to uncertainties of the quantities listed above comes from the energy region below charm threshold, which motivated us to perform new R(s) measurements.
KEDR has recently published the R values at seven points of the center-of-mass energy between 3.12 and 3.72 GeV [11] . In this paper we present R(s) measurements in the energy range * Corresponding author, e-mail: todyshev@inp.nsk.su from 1.84 GeV up to 3.05 GeV. The experiment with an integrated luminosity of about 0.66 pb −1 was carried out in 2010. Our result considerably improves the existing R(s) measurements in this energy range and would be useful for matching CMD-3 and SND data which will be obtained by summing cross sections of the exclusive modes.
VEPP-4M collider and KEDR detector
The e + e − collider VEPP-4M [12] can operate in the 2×2 bunches mode in the wide range of the beam energy. The peak luminosity of VEPP-4M is about 10 30 cm −2 s −1 in the vicinity of J/ψ and drops to 10 29 cm −2 s −1 at the beam energy of 1 GeV. The VEPP-4M is equipped with two systems of beam energy calibration. The resonant depolarization method [13, 14] is used for precise mass measurements [15, 16] . In experiments requiring long-term data collection the energy monitoring is performed with the infrared light Compton backscattering (CBS) [17] .
A detailed description of the KEDR detector can be found in Ref. [18] . Charged particles are reconstructed by the drift chamber (DC) and vertex detector (VD) which compose the tracking system of the detector. Electrons are identified by the ratio of the energy deposited in the CsI and LKr calorimeters to the track momentum. The particle identification system is based on the aerogel Cherenkov counters. The primary trigger (PT) operates using signals from the time-of-flight (TOF) counters and fast signals from the CsI and LKr calorimeters, the secondary trigger (ST) uses optimally shaped calorimeter signals and the information from the VD, DC and TOF systems [19] . Muons are identified in the muon system inside the magnet yoke. The superconducting solenoid provides a longitudinal magnetic field of 0.6 T. The detector is equipped with a tagging system of scattered electrons for two-photon studies. The on-line luminosity measurement is provided by two independent single bremsstrahlung monitors.
Experiment
The purpose of the experiment was the determination of the total hadron cross section at thirteen equidistant points between 1.84 and 3.05 GeV. During data taking there were some problems with the laser for CBS energy measurements. At most points the energy was determined using the correction of the calculated accelerator energy. These corrections were found in the experiment on the narrow resonance search [20] . The accuracy of beam energy determination was about 1 MeV that was checked using a few CBS calibrations performed during the R scan.
The actual energy and integrated luminosity at all points are presented in Table 1 . The systematic uncertainty in the measured integrated luminosity is considered in Sec. 5.1. 
Data analysis

Analysis procedure
The observed hadronic annihilation cross section was determined from
where N h is the number of events that meet hadronic selection criteria, N res.bg. is the residual machine background evaluated as discussed in Sec. 4.6, and Ldt is the integrated luminosity. For the given observed cross section, the R value was calculated as follows:
where σ µµ (s) = 4πα 2 /3s is the Born cross section for e + e − → µ + µ − , and ε(s) is the detection efficiency for the single photon annihilation to hadrons. The second term in the numerator corresponds to the physical background from e + e − , µ + µ − production and two-photon processes. The radiation correction factor 1 + δ(s) can be written as
where F (s, x) and Π are the radiative correction kernel [21] and the vacuum polarization operator, respectively. The variable x is a fraction of s lost as a result of initial-state radiation. The calculation of the radiation correction is presented in detail in Section 4.7.
Monte Carlo simulation
The KEDR simulation program is based on the GEANT package, version 3.21 [22] .
Single-photon annihilation to hadrons was simulated using the LUARLW [23] generator, which was employed by the BES collaboration for the high-precision measurement of the R value [7] . As an alternative, to simulate uds continuum we employed the JETSET 7.4 code [24, 25] with the parameters tuned at energy points 1, 2, 4, 9, 10 and 13.
Bhabha events required for the precise luminosity determination and µ + µ − background process were simulated using the MCGPJ generator [26] . To simulate two-photon processes e + e − → e + e − X, we employed the generators described in Refs. [27, 28, 29] .
The results are presented in Fig. 1 , where the most important event characteristics obtained in the experiment are compared with those in simulation. Reasonable agreement is observed at all energies.
It is worth noting that tuning of the JETSET parameters for individual energy points allows one to reach better agreement between data and Monte Carlo than that achieved with the LUARLW generator in which the primary event multiplicity is a function of energy fixed beforehand and the distribution function in it is energy independent. However, at energies below 3 GeV tuning requires large efforts which are not adequate MC e + e − events MC µ + µ − events Figure 1 : Properties of hadronic events produced in uds continuum at 1.94 GeV (left) and 2.14 GeV (right). Here, N is the number of events, H 2 and H 0 are Fox-Wolfram moments [30] , E max γ is energy of the most energetic photon, E cal is energy deposited in the calorimeter, θ is polar angle, N trk is the number of tracks in event. The experimental distribution and two variants of MC simulation based on LUARLW and JETSET are plotted. All distributions are normalized to unity. Contributions of leptonic pair production are also presented.
for the statistically limited analysis. For this reason, unlike our work [11] , it was done at some points only. The detection efficiencies obtained with the two event generators are listed in Table 3 . The systematic uncertainties related to event simulation are discussed below in Section 5.2.
Event selection and detection efficiencies
During the offline analysis, both experimental and simulated events pass the software event filter. This procedure allows us to reduce systematic inaccuracy due to trigger instabilities and uncertainties in the hardware thresholds. The software filter recomputes the PT and ST decisions with stringent conditions using a digitized response of the detector subsystems.
To suppress the machine background to an acceptable level, the following PT conditions were used by OR:
• signals from two or more non-adjacent scintillation counters , • signal from the LKr calorimeter , • coincidence of the signals from two CsI endcaps.
Signals from two particles with the angular separation 20
• should satisfy numerous ST conditions. The MC simulation yields the trigger efficiency of about 0.94 for continuum uds production. Table 2 : Selection criteria for hadronic events which were used by AND.
Variable
Allowed range N IP trk
Selection criteria for multihadron events are listed in Table 2, and their description is provided below. In the Table N IP trk is the number of tracks from the interaction region defined by conditions ρ < 5 mm, |z 0 | < 130 mm, where ρ is the track impact parameter relative to the beam axis, and z 0 is the coordinate of the closest approach point. TheÑ IP trk is the number of tracks satisfying the conditions above with E/p less than 0.6, where E/p means the ratio of the energy deposited in the calorimeter to the measured momentum of the charged particle. The multiplicity N particles is a sum of the number of charged tracks and the number of neutral particles detected in the calorimeters. 
The observable energy E obs is defined as a sum of the neutral cluster energies measured in the electromagnetic calorimeter and charged particle energies computed from the track momenta assuming pion masses. The observable energy cut and limitation on the ratio of the energy of the most energetic photon to the beam energy E max γ /E beam suppress production of hadronic events at low center-of-mass energies through initialstate radiation and thus reduce the uncertainty of radiative corrections. The total calorimeter energy E cal is defined as a sum of the energies of all clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeter. The cut on it suppresses the machine background. The cut on the ratio of Fox-Wolfram moments H 2 /H 0 is efficient for suppression of the e + e − → e + e − γ background, that of cosmic rays and some kinds of the machine background. The background from two-photon and beam-gas events is suppressed by the cut on the ratio |P miss z /E obs |, where P miss z is the z component of missing momentum. The background from beam-gas events was also suppressed by the cut on the ratio E LKr /E cal of the energy deposited in the LKr calorimeter and total calorimeter energy. The event vertex position Z vertex is the weighted average of the z 0 's of the charged tracks. The cut on the |Z vertex | suppresses background due to beam-gas, beam-wall and cosmic rays.
The muon system veto was required to reject cosmic rays background in the cases when more than two tracks did not cross the interaction region or the event arrival time determined by TOF relative to the bunch crossing was less than -7 ns or larger than 12 ns.
Compared with our previous work [11] , we have introduced an additional condition on the difference of the observable energy and the energy of the most energetic photon that reduces the uncertainty of radiative corrections. At the same time, some of selection conditions were relaxed to increase the detection efficiency below 2.5 GeV.
The detection efficiency for hadronic events corresponding to the selection criteria described above is presented in Table 3 for thirteen data points at which the R ratio was measured. For six energy points it was determined using two versions of the event simulation.
Luminosity determination
The integrated luminosity at each point was determined using Bhabha events detected in the LKr calorimeter in the polar angle range 44
• < θ < 136
• . The criteria for e + e − event selection are listed below:
• two clusters, each with the energy above 20% of the beam energy and the angle between them exceeding 162 • ,
• the total energy of these two clusters exceeds the beam energy, • the calorimeter energy not associated with these two clusters does not exceed 30% of the total.
The tracking system was used only to reject the background from e + e − → γγ and e + e − → hadrons.
Physical background
To determine R values, we took into account the physical background contributions from the QED processes e + e − → e + e − and e + e − → µ + µ − which are summarized in Table 4 . The contributions of two-photon interactions were studied with a simulation of e + e − → e + e − X events. We found that the contribution of two-photon events to the continuum cross section grows from 0.1% at 1.84 GeV to 0.3% at 3.05 GeV. The estimated uncertainty in the R value due to this contribution is less than 0.2%. 
Correction for machine background
To estimate the contribution of residual machine background to the observed cross section, we use runs with separated e + and e − bunches. The number of events that passed selection criteria in the runs with separated bunches was recalculated to the number of expected background events under the assumption that the background rate is proportional to the beam current and the measured vacuum pressure. As an alternative, we also performed analysis assuming that the background rate is proportional to the current only. The difference between the numbers of background events obtained with the two assumptions was considered as an uncertainty estimate at given energy point.
The background values and their uncertainties at each energy point are presented in Table 5 . 
Radiative correction
The radiative correction factor was determined according to Eq. (4) using the compilation of the vacuum polarization data by the CMD-2 group [31] and the relation between R(s) and the hadronic part of the vacuum polarization Π hadr (s):
For each energy, the dependence of the detection efficiency on the energy radiated in the initial state was evaluated with the LUARLW and the MHG2000 generator, the latter developed by the CMD-3 collaboration [32, 33] . We apply the MHG2000 generator to simulate hadronic events below 1.84 GeV. This generator simulates about 30 various exclusive modes and approximately reproduces a real picture of e + e − → hadrons below 2 GeV. The x dependencies of the detection efficiencies obtained with the LUARLW and MHG2000 generators for some energies are shown in Fig. 2 . Table 6 contains values of the radiative correction and their systematic uncertainties which are discussed in Sec. 5.3.
Systematic uncertainties and results
Systematic uncertainty of absolute luminosity determination
A summary of systematic uncertainties in the absolute luminosity determination with the LKr calorimeter is given in Table 7. The uncertainty related to the imperfect simulation of the calorimeter response was estimated by variation of relevant simulation parameters such as the geometrical factor controlling sensitivity to the energy loss fluctuations between calorimeter electrodes, the accuracy of the electronic channel calibration, etc.
The alignment of the LKr calorimeter with respect to the drift chamber was done with the help of cosmic tracks reconstructed in the tracking system. The direction of the beam line and interaction point were determined using the primary vertex distribution of multihadron events. The luminosity uncertainty due to inaccuracy of the alignment is less than 0.2%.
The difference in the polar angle resolutions observed in experiment and predicted by simulation causes an uncertainty in the luminosity measurement because events migrate into or out of the fiducial volume.
The uncertainty of the theoretical Bhabha cross section was estimated comparing the results obtained with the MCGPJ [26] and BHWIDE [34] event generators. It agrees with the errors quoted by the authors.
The background to the Bhabha process from the reactions e + e − → µµ(γ) and e + e − → γγ was estimated using MC simulation. It contributes less than 0.2% to the observed e + e − cross section for all energy points presented in Table 1 . We also considered a contribution of residual machine background to Bhabha events which is about 0.1%. The residual luminosity uncertainty due to background does not exceed 0.1%. In order to estimate the effect of other possible sources of uncertainty, we varied cuts within the fiducial region. The cuts on the polar angle were varied in a range much larger than the angular resolution, the variation in the Bhabha event count reaches 50%. The cut on the deposited energy was varied in the range of 50 − 80% of the c.m. energy. The variations discussed above correspond to a systematic uncertainty shown in Table 7 .
These effects can occur due to the already considered sources and statistical fluctuations, nevertheless we add them in the total uncertainty to obtain conservative error estimates.
Uncertainty due to imperfect simulation of continuum
The imperfect simulation of the uds continuum contributes significantly to the systematic uncertainty in R. The maximal deviation of 1.2% is taken from Table 3 as the systematic uncertainty for the energy range 2.14-3.05 GeV. This estimate is consistent with our previous result for the LUARLW generator uncertainty of 1.3% obtained from continuum simulation above the J/ψ [11] . Below 2.14 GeV our estimations of this uncertainty are 2.5% for points 2 and 3 and 6.6% for point 1. These estimations were checked by the variation of selection criteria described in Section 5.4.
The contributions to the detection efficiency uncertainty due to imperfect simulation of the uds continuum are summarized in Table 8 . 
Systematic uncertainty of the radiative correction
The main sources of systematic uncertainty associated with the radiative correction factor at each energy point are summarized in Table 9 .
To estimate the uncertainty related to the accuracy of the vacuum polarization operator, we have compared two approximations to it. The first one was obtained by the CMD-2 group [31] , the alternative one was extracted from the BES event generator [35] . The difference between them reaches 1.4% at the lowest energy point 1.84 GeV and drops down to 0.3% at the energy above 2.2 GeV.
The contribution denoted as δε(s) is related to the uncertainty in the ε(s) dependence and obtained from the two alternative simulations below 1.84 GeV with the MHG2000 and LU-ARLW generators. The obtained difference in the 1 + δ value for each energy point is assigned as a systematic error due to ε(s) uncertainty.
The contribution δ calc is related to the interpolation uncertainty. It was evaluated comparing the results obtained using the linear interpolation and the quadratic one.
The estimated uncertainty in the radiative correction due to the R(s) uncertainty varies from 0.5% to 2.0% for the entire energy range. 
Detector-related uncertainties in R
The systematic uncertainties related to the efficiency of the track reconstruction were studied using Bhabha events and lowmomentum cosmic tracks, and the appropriate correction was introduced in the MC simulation. The uncertainty of the correction gives the additional systematic uncertainty of about 0.5%.
The main source of the trigger efficiency uncertainty is that of the calorimeter thresholds in the secondary trigger. The estimate of about 0.2% was obtained varying the threshold in the software event filter. The inefficiency of the first level trigger related to inefficiency of the time-of-flight counters is less than 0.2%.
The trigger efficiency and the event selection efficiency depend on the calorimeter response to hadrons. The uncertainty related to the simulation of nuclear interaction was estimated by comparison of the efficiencies obtained with the packages GHEISHA [36] and FLUKA [37] which are implemented in GEANT 3.21 [22] . The relative difference was about 0.4%.
To evaluate a systematic uncertainty related to the neutral events (no tracks in VD and three or more neutral particles) we add events that met the criteria which are listed in Table  10 . This selection gives additional 0.7% of hadronic events and changes the average R within 0.2%, that serves as our estimate of the systematic uncertainty coming from neutral events. Table 10 : Selection criteria for neutral events which were used by AND.
Variable
Allowed range N neutral particles ≥ 3 and no tracks in VD
The effect of other possible sources of the detector-related uncertainty was evaluated by varying the event selection cuts that are presented in Table 11 . All observed R variations were smaller than their statistical errors and can originate from the already considered sources of uncertainties or the statistical fluctuations. Nevertheless, keeping the conservative estimate, we included them in the total uncertainty. Table 11 : R uncertainty due to variation of the selection criteria for hadronic events.
Range
Energy determination uncertainty
During data collection at given energy point, the c.m. energy uncertainty was about 2 MeV. Meanwhile, the detection efficiency varied from 0.42 to 0.73 in the energy range of the experiment. That leads to inaccuracy of the detection efficiency determination. Using linear efficiency interpolation between energy points, we estimated the contribution of the energy determination uncertainty to the R systematic error. It is about 0.1% for the entire energy range.
Results
A summary of the systematic uncertainties affecting the measurement of R is presented in Table 12 .
Note that the contribution of the J/ψ resonance to the absolute R(s) value is not completely negligible for the upper point of the energy scan and amounts to 6·10 −3 . This contribution was found analytically using "bare" parameters of the resonances, which were calculated based on the PDG data [38] .
The obtained R values are listed in Table 13 and shown in Fig. 3 . 2.222 ± 0.070 ± 0.047 2644. 8 2.220 ± 0.069 ± 0.049 2744. 6 2.269 ± 0.065 ± 0.050 2849. 7 2.223 ± 0.065 ± 0.047 2948. 9 2.234 ± 0.064 ± 0.051 3048. 1 2.278 ± 0.075 ± 0.048
Summary
We have measured the R values at thirteen center-of-mass energies between 1.84 and 3.05 GeV. At most of the energy points, the achieved accuracy is about or better than 3.9% at the systematic uncertainty of 2.4%. The obtained R values are compatible with results of the previous experiments [1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7] but provide more detailed information on the R(s) quantity in this energy range.
The weighted average R = 2.225±0.020±0.047 agrees well with R pQCD = 2.18 ± 0.02 calculated according to the pQCD expansion [39] for α s (m τ ) = 0.333 ± 0.013 derived from the hadronic τ decays [40] . The averaging was done by taking into account the partial correlation between systematic uncertainties for different energy points. Ref. [1] γγ2
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